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Metal Part 11 - Size

the aluminum with a DC voltage source and immersing it into an acid bath, with a negatively charged object present in the bathâ€”often the tank itself. Soft oxides. 
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Build Your Skills



context of airplanes, this is never a good thing. At a minimum, corrosion creates stress concentrations and weakens the structure; in extreme cases the material is literally consumed, leaving nothing but flakes and dust. To make matters worse, many of our airframes are built predominantly from aluminum, which happens to be one of the most reactive metals as far as corrosion is concerned. Yikes!



No, Really...Metal’s OK!



Metal Part 11



Relax. Before you do something rash and put your kit up for sale on eBay and— heaven forbid—switch to an airplane kit that more closely resembles a surfboard (sorry, composite guys!), let’s take a closer look at what causes corrosion and methods we can employ to ensure it won’t happen to us. There are positively and negatively charged areas on a given piece of metal. If you introduce an “electrolyte” such as water (worse, salt water) to the surface, those charged areas start exchanging electrons and react with the electrolyte. The metal combines with oxygen atoms from the electrolyte to form an oxide—it oxidizes. The longer you allow that electrically conductive moisture to be in contact with the metal, the more corrosion will occur. If you introduce dissimilar metals into this equation, such as aluminum and steel, the problem becomes even worse. “Galvanic” corrosion occurs when two metals that have different electrical potential contact one another in the presence of an electrolyte. All those steel bolts that attach various bits of aluminum to each other…those are potential



In our final installment, a close look at the sticky (but necessary) issue of corrosion proofing.



A



BY DAN CHECKOWAY



nodes and cathodes. Oxidation and reduction. Ionic exchange. Believe it or not, this stuff right out of your high school chemistry class has quite a bit to do with airplanes—but it’s not a pretty sight when these concepts come into play. It’s the dreaded C word—and I don’t mean “cash” or “credit”—the cancer of your airplane’s skin and bones, the carnivorous plague that no airplane owner wants to confront…corrosion! Without getting too deep into the science behind it, corrosion is an electrochemical reaction that causes deterioration of metal when it reacts with the environment. In the Photos: Marc Cook



Untreated steel will rust just waiting for you to build the airplane, just as aluminum will corrode. Your goal is to keep rust and corrosion at bay, particularly in areas of the airframe where you can’t see or easily treat this metallic cancer. KITPLANES June 2006
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Metal Part 11 continued spots for galvanic corrosion if and when they get wet. Obviously the solution is just to prevent an electrolyte from coming into contact with the metal in the first place and to isolate dissimilar metals from each other. Yes, it’s that simple!



Maybe Not So Simple... So don’t leave your plane underwater, right? Yeah, but even if it’s only once in a blue moon, surely every once in a while you’ll fly through a little rain or leave your plane outside in not-so-fair weather. Or maybe you’re based at an airport near the coast, where the air is full of salt-laden moisture. It’s difficult, if not impossible, to completely avoid exposure to moisture in some form. Fortunately there are numerous treatments that can be applied to the metal parts in your airplane to prevent corrosion. In a previous installment we talked about how most of the kit components that are 2024-T3 have a mirror-like finish—a result of the Alclad coating. This is one of the simplest forms of an anti-corrosion treatment. While 2024 aluminum is alloyed with copper, the Alclad coating is a thin layer of pure aluminum. Believe it or not, that shiny, pure, perfect-looking coating is already



oxidized when you receive it. That’s not to say it’s corroded per se, but the pure aluminum does react with oxygen to form an oxide film that bonds strongly to the surface. This is a good thing! Aluminum’s high reactance is a great attribute in this regard, because if the film is disturbed, it immediately reforms in most environments. It is this layer of oxidized pure aluminum that actually protects the underlying alloyed aluminum from corrosion. Alclad is typically about 5% of the total thickness on each side of the skin. That is, on a skin that is .040-inch thick, there would be a .002-inch thick layer of Alclad on each side.



Easy Off While those scant thousandths of an inch do a great job inhibiting corrosion, it’s altogether too easy to remove the coating if you’re not careful. Let’s say you accidentally dragged the tip of your drill across the skin—it’s conceivable that you might have scratched right through the coating to the alloy beneath it. Sometimes just Peligro! One of the more popular (and assembling parts for drilling or riveting effective) means of cleaning metal prior can create unintentional scratches in the to application of anticorrision treatment is MEK—methyl ethyl ketone. It’s nasty stuff, surface. Remember we mentioned that so be careful. Acetone works nearly as well many of your kit components will come and isn’t quite as harmful. with a plastic coating? One of the biggest reasons to leave that plastic on, at least until you’re done drilling and disassembling, is to protect that vital layer of Alclad. What should you do if you scratch or scuff a part? For that matter, does Alclad even stand alone as a reliable corrosion inhibitor? What happens if coastal rainwater collects inside a wing and stagnates there for some period of time? Is Alclad really going to do the job? Salt spray tests have shown that an Alclad surface alone is not very corrosion resistant. Granted, we’re not building submarines here…and if you look inside 50-year-old airplanes you’re likely to see healthy bare Alclad aluminum. In most cases these planes have stood the test of time, but there are certainly exceptions. Still, prudence dictates that we look closely at options for extra corrosion protection.



Welcome to the Taboo Room



Before we start, think about safety. And, for that matter, think about your body throughout the process. Wear gloves, skin protection and, when using anything that might kick off airborne toxins, protect your lungs. 52
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At this point in the discussion, I’m tempted to demand that you toss your magazine into the fire and run for the hills, because we’re about to delve into extremely subjective territory. What we’re about to talk about has become nothing short of taboo in builder circles. At a minimum, I’m going to don my flameproof Nomex suit at Self-etching primers—often found in the this point, because we are about to enter… self-contained rattle can—don’t need a the primer zone. Before we go head-on into lot of surface preparation but don’t form a fully sealed surface, either. complete madness about primer, let’s first look at a couple of other options for anticorrosion treatment of our beloved aluminum components. Assuming for the moment that Alclad is all we need (just humor me for a minute), there will be other parts that come with your kit that don’t have the Alclad coating. Often they are composed of 6061-T6, examples being extruded pieces like longerons or spar doublers. Is there any other recourse for protecting these parts against corrosion without mentioning that “P” word? Yep, there sure is. Have you ever noticed the blue fittings on the ends of aircraft or high performance auto hoses? That blue coloration is not paint, and despite the fittings being www.kitplanes.com



Inevitably, you’ll want to mark disassembled parts prior to priming—regardless of the method you choose. Two of the most popular are scribing with an electric engraver and using a Sharpie.



aluminum, they aren’t going to corrode under normal circumstances. They have been “anodized,” which is an electrochemical conversion process. Anodizing involves positively charging the aluminum with a DC voltage source and immersing it into an acid bath, with a negatively charged object present in the bath—often the tank itself. Soft oxides form on the surface of the part, which is then dipped in a bath of colored dye mixed with water. The oxides absorb the dye and then harden, forming a protective layer that is highly resistant to corrosion—and also cosmetically appealing. Anodizing isn’t exactly something you can do in your garage, because it involves using hazardous chemicals—though if you search on the Internet there are several sites that describe homebrew methods for anodizing aluminum. I’m not suggesting you go this route. In fact, some mission critical parts in your kit may already be anodized from the factory. For example, Van’s ships pre-assembled wing spars that have been gold anodized for corrosion resistance. Most builders opt for other methods of corrosion protection for the parts that don’t come anodized, but if you do decide you want something anodized, you can probably find a facility nearby that will do it for you. Be prepared to dish out some dough.



Automated Engine Monitoring... ..of up to 29 parameters with 62 alarms. From RPM to peak-detection leaning, the EIS does it all. Includes graphical and digital displays, customizable screens, and alarms with external warning light. Models for all engines up to 9-cylinders. Find out why the EIS is the choice of thousands of pilots.



Actual Size 6"W x 2.75"H x 2.5"D



All-cylinder EGT/CHT analyzer functions for 4, 6 or 9 cylinder engines.



Grand Rapids Technologies, Inc. $473



$553



2-stroke



2-cyl 4-stroke Prices include probes.



$995



4-cylinder



3133 Madison Ave SE, Grand Rapids, MI 49548



616 245-7707



Fax 616 245-7700



www.GRTavionics.com



Anodizing Alternatives What if you’d like to protect some aluminum part from corrosion but you don’t want to deal with anodizing? There’s another option that sounds remarkably similar... Alodining (not to be confused with anodizing) is a chemical chromate conversion of the aluminum surface. The part is bathed in Alodine, which is a liqKITPLANES June 2006
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Metal Part 11 continued uid that you can buy from various sources including Aircraft Spruce (some builders use Iridite powder to make their own). Alodine 1201 has an integral gold dye that shows up when the conversion process is complete. Again, this can be confused with gold anodizing but involves a completely different process. First you would clean the part off with MEK or acetone to remove any ink, adhesive, etc. Generally you would follow this up by scrubbing the part clean using a maroon Scotch Brite pad and a cleaning/ etching solution such as Alumiprep 33. Rinse the part off with water until the water sheets off the part. Any oil or residue will show up as spots, streaks, or areas where the film of water is interrupted. If you see evidence of this, more cleaning is required. After the part is completely clean and rinsed, it is then bathed in Alodine. Some people build “troughs,” while others apply it with a foam brush. After a few minutes of exposure, the surface should appear gold in color. Rinse the part thoroughly with water and let it dry. That’s it. Salt spray tests have shown that aluminum treated with Alodine can withstand the abuse considerably longer than untreated aluminum before showing any signs of corrosion. Alodined parts not only resist corrosion, but the surface helps electrical conductivity between airframe components, the process adds virtually no weight or thickness, and it even helps paint or primer “grip” better (in case you’re using primer).



Sounds great, so what’s the downside? Several, actually. First of all, Alodine is very toxic stuff. I’m not a biochemist, but even I can tell you that coming in contact with a carcinogen like a chromic solution is…uh…bad. And assuming you manage to protect yourself and your pets from it, how are you going to get rid of the stuff when you’re done with it? Proper disposal, including dealing with the runoff from rinsing, is a real problem! So we’re left with this—Alclad is wonderful but not bulletproof. Anodizing is expensive and means you need to send your parts out. Alodine requires great care in the application and cleanup.



What About Paint? For the sake of argument, let’s assume you’re planning to finish your airplane with paint (as opposed to leaving the surface as polished aluminum). That The first stages of Alodining alucoat of paint, if applied properly, is one of the abso- minum includes scrubbing with a lute best forms of corrosion protection. A good maroon Scotch Brite pad and then treating with Alumiprep, which repaint job will actually seal the exterior of your air- moves oil and dirt. Rinse with water plane from moisture. Since it’s so effective, why until it sheets off. not paint the inside as well? Paint is heavy and expensive, for one. But we can actually accomplish the same goal without having to use paint, but rather just using primer. The concept is that by spraying just the primer onto the internal aluminum structures, you can buy yourself extra corrosion protection compared to bare aluminum. Before we go any further, I need to mention that selecting a primer can be a dizzying experience, particularly if you rely on other builders’ opinions. I’m not about to stick my neck out and actually recommend something specific. All primers are by far not created equal. That’s not to say one is better than the other; it’s just that there are major differences in terms of how they are applied and how effective they are. Immerse the aluminum in the Alodine for How do we define effective? On one a few minutes. It will coat the metal and hand, if the airframe isn’t affected in any leave a light golden tint. Dispose of used major way by corrosion after 10 to 20 years Alodine as you would any hazmat. of average exposure to the elements, that’s considered a success. On the other hand, why not protect the airframe so it will outlive you and the next five owners? This is extremely subjective territory. What is good enough and what is operation overkill? Unfortunately, answering that question is not as cut and dried as a topic like drilling or riveting. I will at least list a few of the popular options for primer, and you can do your own research and make up your own mind.



It’s What You Zinc After a light coat of rattle-can primer, the engraved markings are hard to see but the Sharpie shines right through. Keep that in mind when you mark so that your inscriptions don’t show on the exterior. 54
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Zinc chromate has historically been the primer of choice until somewhat recently. If you look inside an old warbird at the museum, you’ll see pieces coated in that unmistakable military-looking green shade. That’s probably zinc chromate. While it has served the fleet well in general, there are more modern options that are chromate-free, and thus less carcinogenic. No primer is going to be good for you, but we can at least take strides in that direction when the opportunity is available, and when the goal isn’t compromised. If it’s zinc chromate you wish to use, it’s still readily available—often www.kitplanes.com



When the Alodine conversion process is complete, you’ll see an uninterrupted layer of gold tint. If there are breaks or splotches, you probably didn’t clean the part carefully enough.



in rattle-can form, which makes application simple. If you go to your local autobody paint supply store, you can probably find some sort of self-etching primer in a rattle can. Self-etching just means you don’t need to prep the surface with an acid etch (such as Alumiprep 33) in order to roughen the surface so that the primer can adhere properly. A self-etching primer has its own built-in chemical mechanism of bonding with the aluminum—which means all you have to do is clean the surface and spray the primer right on. Cleaning usually involves wiping the part down with MEK or lacquer thinner or any solution that will remove inks, oils and residues, but will evaporate quickly without leaving its own film or residue. Using a self-etching primer, particularly in a rattle can, is by far one of the simplest approaches to adding corrosion protection. Examples of rattle-can self-etching primers are Mar-Hyde, Sherwin Williams GBP-988, NAPA 7220 or SEM. They are all very similar. There is a downside to using spray-can primers—they’re not designed to stand alone. That is, they’re intended for use with a top coat of paint. They provide a half decent moisture barrier, at least compared to bare aluminum, but they simply do not seal completely without paint applied over them. Maybe you’re asking yourself, so why bother? I guess it comes down to the fact that something is
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Metal Part 11 continued better than nothing, and rattle-can primers are incredibly easy to apply. You won’t waste a lot of precious building time on an onerous etch/alodine/ mix/spray process, but taking such a shortcut comes at a slight cost—the primer is not a true sealer. If you want the best corrosion protection your money and time can buy—without resorting to paint, I think most people will agree that using a good two-part epoxy primer is the way to go. You won’t find a high quality epoxy primer in a rattle can. In fact, the best stuff isn’t even selfetching. Applying a two-part epoxy primer can involve a fair amount of work—going through the motions of the clean/etch/rinse/alodine/rinse Using a spray gun—particularly for two-part process, followed by mixing primer epoxy primers—suggests prudence toward with catalyst, and then applying the your health. Here, the author wears a Hobbyair forced-air respirator. Smart man! mix to your components with a pneumatic spray gun. Don’t forget to clean the gun when you’re done. Examples of two-part epoxy primers are AKZO (available from Aircraft Spruce) or Variprime (available from a DuPont automotive finish distributor). Expect to pay more than $100 per gallon for this stuff, not to mention the cost of the etching and alodining supplies. A good epoxy primer, when applied correctly, will produce what essentially amounts to a bulletproof finish. It’s not a cosmetic finish, but the underlying aluminum is completely sealed from the elements. If it’s good enough for Boeing, it’s probably good enough for us! What does a company like Van’s use for primer on interior components in their quickbuild kits? If you’ve ever seen one of these kits, you might not even realize it has been primed at all, because the primer they use is a “wash primer” with no visible pigment. It’s a product from Sherwin Williams called P60G2. Van’s even admits that this primer is designed to take a top coat of paint for optimum corrosion protection, but they feel it’s “not necessary for the way in which most owners maintain their RVs.”
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So What Are the Best Options? Confused yet? I think most new builders would probably ask the question, if you’re going to bother with any primer at all, why not go with the best option available? Sure, but what is best to one builder is not necessarily the best option for another. You need to do the research and consider the environment in which you’re likely to base and operate your airplane. Keeping it outside on the ramp in a coastal environment? Maybe you want to lean toward the conservative and use a two-part epoxy primer on the entire interior. Keeping it in a hangar in the desert? Maybe you’ll opt for no primer at all— and you’ll just keep a close eye on your airframe. If it exhibits any signs of corrosion down the line, you could always resort to using something like ACF-50 or CorrosionX to treat and protect it at that point. Or maybe you’d rather be just a bit more proactive and opt for minimal use of a rattle-can primer, sprayed only on rivet lines and where components overlap. There’s definitely a balance to be struck somewhere in there that serves your mission profile. Adding corrosion protection to your airframe may increase its long-term value, if only in perception. It may give you peace of mind. But it does come at a cost—not only financially, but it adds weight, it will consume precious build time, and it will expose you and the environment to harmful elements.



Builder, Save Thyself On that note, I can’t stress enough how important it is to protect your body from potentially harmful effects of the chemicals involved in the corrosion protection process. When spraying primer, always wear gloves to protect your skin—powder-free latex should do the trick. If you’re not going to wear coveralls, at least wear long sleeves and pants. Protect your eyes with painter’s goggles. It would also be beneficial to wear ear plugs—nothing to do with noise, but rather minimizing exposure to toxins. Of tantamount importance is protecting your lungs—and I’m not talking about wearing one of those cheesy dust masks. (They’re fine for particulates large enough to have a part number, but nothing like good enough for the airborne toxins released by painting and priming.) www.kitplanes.com



At a minimum, wear a respirator with fresh twin cartridge filters that protect from organic vapors. These supplies are readily available (and fairly inexpensive) from stores like Home Depot or Lowes. Don’t skimp. The best option when priming or painting is to use a full facemask style forced air supply system such as those made by Hobbyair. No, it’s not cheap, but it’s worth the expense. There is nothing good for you about these chemicals we’re working with. It would be a shame to finish your airplane only to be grounded by a major nervous system disorder as a result of exposure to these toxins.



Beyond Aluminum Up until now we’ve been caught up discussing aluminum in particular. While it is predominantly the material you will be dealing with, there will be a number of steel components on your airframe—from tailwheel spring to engine mount. Whether the point is isolating the steel from aluminum, or just keeping the steel from rusting, it needs to be protected. A two-part epoxy primer will do a fine job at this, but with steel there is yet another option that is often more appealing. Steel parts may be powder coated, which forms a coating that is highly durable and often considered superior to paint. Powder coating involves spraying electrostatically charged, dry paint powder onto the steel part, which is oppositely charged. The powder clings to the steel, which is then baked at about 400°. The powder melts and flows smoothly and uniformly on the surface of the part. Once cooled, the coating solidifies and becomes extremely durable. The best way to clean steel prior to priming or powder coatYou have many choices ing is by bead blasting or sand blasting. If you have parts that in applying two-part need to be powder coated, you can probably find a local facilprimers. Inexpensive ity that will do the bead blasting as well as powder coating. “touch up” guns Why not powder coat aluminum components? There (bottom) are just fine; are two key reasons. First of all, powder coating adds a fair you’re not looking for a show-winning amount of thickness to the surface, which would not work finish inside the wings, well in cases where parts are intended to mate under close tolright? Check discount erances. Also, the high temperature baking process could alter tool suppliers such as the temper of the aluminum, which could have detrimental Harbor Freight for the effects on its strength (yikes!). best deals. What about all of those steel bolts holding various aluminum parts together? Should you worry about dissimilar metal issues there? Luckily (well, deliberately), aircraft grade AN bolts, nuts, washers and cotter pins all come with a cadmium plating (gold in color) that serves to isolate the steel from the surrounding aluminum. Even so, it’s not a bad idea to dab some primer inside a hole (some builders use a Q-tip to do this) before that bolt goes in, assuming you’re not priming the entire part already. We have just barely scratched the surface (pun intended) with respect to corrosion protection. Unlike the previous installments in this series, this particular topic is certainly the The Hobbyair “commost ambiguous. Hopefully this article is food for thought pressor” should be and not just downright confusing. Unfortunately there’s no placed outside the right answer to most of the questions that come up about hangar or workshop primer and other treatments. Ask around, and you might be so that it receives fresh surprised at how much inconsistency there is on this topic air. No, it’s not a cheap system, but lungamong builders. Regardless of what process you decide to use, replacement surgery be sure to do it safely! isn’t a day at the beach, It has been nearly a year since we started this series. To those either. readers who are contemplating building an airplane, I hope



Hardware-store respirators are fine when working with solid particulates from comparatively benign sources, but they’re not quite enough when there are carcinogenic toxins floating around the hangar.



the topics we’ve covered have shed some light on the process involved in building a metal airframe. And to those of you who have already begun the journey, hopefully you learned a few tricks or techniques from these articles along the way. At this point I’m turning you loose, so to speak. Do the best job you can, don’t hesitate to ask for help when you need it, and I look forward to seeing you and your finished airplane at a fly-in someday! 
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Metal Part 10 - Size 

So on that note, I'd like to take you on a tour ... save your money for other toys. Obvi- ..... Next month, like it or not, we're going to attack this final topic in earnest!
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Metal Part 5 - Size 

which is another structurally undesirable effect. So what's ... The â€œmicrostopâ€� cage is the tool for this job. ... The body, or the â€œcageâ€� rather, is free to rotate around.
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Metal Part 6 - Size 
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Metal Shaping Equipment - Size 
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Sheet Metal Brake - Size 
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Metal Part 2 

on learning to meld with metal and bash rivets without .... With aluminum, it takes a machine to press or stamp the rib into submission, and even then it ..... May 2005 Aircraft Paint Special, Light-Sport Report, ... Advance Pilot Seminars. â�� March
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Aircraft Building: Metal Maladies - Size 
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11mm Size Metal Shaft Type - Farnell 
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Tail Incidence, Part 3 - Size 
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Aircraft Building: Repairing Sheet Metal - Size 
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Application of Wooden and Metal Propellers - Size 
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Airplane Design 101: Part 3 - Size 
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Craft & Technique: Aircraft Fairings, Part II - Size 
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Aircraft buiding: Inspecting Welds, Part 2 - Size 

In July's discussion of welding defects and discontinuities we looked at cracks and incomplete fusion and what they mean to the integrity of a weld joint. However ...
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Airplane Design 101: Part 2 - Size 

mined the size of the wing and engine required to meet the design goals. You might ... weight fraction of about 10 percent ... weight of the different parts of an airplane, but it doesn't .... tio (the ratio of the tip chord divided by ..... minutes 
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Lift and Thrust, Part 2 - Size 

In baseball (and softball) the pitcher can impart a spin, Fig. 31, to cause the ball to drop, rise, curve left or right. Igor Sikorsky once made tests to discover that.
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Craft & Technique: Form Blocks, Part I - Size 
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Lift And Thrust - Part 4 - Size 
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building basics Wiring Protection, Part II - Size 
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Geodetic Aircraft Structures. Part Two - Size 
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Structure of heavy-metal sorbed birnessite: Part 2 
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Structure of heavy-metal sorbed birnessite: Part 1. Results from 
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